I previously proposed methods based on alpha-amino ketones to produce a variety of pyrazine polymers that would be of interest as semiconductor components. This past proposal can be found on my web page (Alpha-Amino Ketone based Polymeric Pyrazines). Alpha-amino ketones available from the Neber rearrangement and other reactions can be employed to prepare unique polypyrroles useful in semiconductor applications.

Although I believe that dimerization of alpha-amino ketones to form pyrazines (after oxidation) is a well accepted reaction and a high yield method. I did not present much evidence for this and was not aware of the extensive cephalostatins and ritterazines pyrazine antineoplastics synthesis literature. For example:

“The symmetrical dimeric steroid-pyrazines can be obtained by the classical condensation of a-amino ketones that is, actually, the most efficient method of pyrazine ring construction.”

“The initially formed 2a-amino-3-ketones undergo spontaneous dimerisation to a mixture of dihydropyrazines, which are then oxidized by air.”


Recently, more sophisticated synthesis procedures were developed because these dimeric steroid-pyrazines are some of if not the most active cancer cell killers that do not harm normal cells. The major problem is not the final step, the pyrazine synthesis, but the complexity of the steroid structures. It's amazing that these cancer cell killers are the product of lowly marine creatures!
The rest of the above excellent review illustrates how to put together the pyrazine when the two sides (referred to as north and south) have different structures.

These pyrazine synthesis procedures can afford high yields, as much as 87%. These high yields are with the coupling of rather large compounds much as would be expected during my polypyrazine synthesis proposals. Therefore, I feel that my previous proposal for unique pyrazine polymers would indeed have a chance of working. At that time, I did not dwell on the synthesis of the starting alpha-amino ketones and looking at the above Chem. Rev., that would have benefited my ideas. This then leads to my latest polypyrazine proposal.

Coming across references dealing with haloalkynes, gave me another idea for pyrazine alternating polymers.

**Terminal Alkynes:**
Adding terminal alkynes to a vast variety of aromatics with the Sonohisigara and other reactions are well known procedures resulting in high yields, straightforward work-ups and reasonable costs.


Additional methods:


**Haloalkyne synthesis:**

Reactions of said terminal acetylenes to alpha-haloalkynes is straightforward.

**Scheme 2. Preparation Methods for Haloalkynes**


**Alpha-haloketones:**
Zou et. al. invented a method for the conversion of haloalkynes to alpha-haloketones with a safe recyclable catalyst system. This approach is less toxic and much more environmentally acceptable versus the previous methods based on noble metals, not to mention cheaper and scale-able.

![Chemical structure](image)

Scheme 1. Catalytic hydration of haloalkynes.

Scheme 3. One-pot protocol: sequential process.


Now I'm not saying that haloalkynes are the only or the best method of synthesizing alpha-haloketones. The reason I like this approach is because semiconductor intermediates are readily derivatised with terminal alkynes. (Also semiconductor intermediates are readily derivatised with terminal aldehydes that can also be readily transformed into alkynes but the Sonohisigara alkyne approach looks simpler.)

**Pyrazines:**

Conversion of the alpha-haloketone to the corresponding alpha-amino ketone is also well known.


Like most organic chemical reactions, they are not all high yield. Actual experimentation is required but these references convince me that the reaction works and conditions required for high yields can be found.
Scheme 1: An example of a possible semiconductor polymer. Silver and gold catalysts are not out of consideration, because they would produce purifiable small compounds and are not involved in polymer synthesis step.

Scheme 2: Examples of possible Donor-Acceptor semiconductor polymers.

Now combining the above with the cephalostatins and ritterazines pyrazine synthesis suggests experimental routes to new derivatives.
Scheme 2: Smith/Heathcock type pyrazine synthesis. With the trisdecacyclic steroidal alpha-amino ketone as a capping monomer, $n$ can be greater than one.

If you want to actually prepare cephalostatins and ritterazine polypyrazine derivatives, then its much more complicated because both sides (north and south) of the pyrazines are not identical and the final polypyrazine step is therefore more complicated, and if interested, there are numerous references to their synthesis starting with the above mentioned Chem Review.


Thank you for reading these proposals. I would welcome suggestions, corrections, references etc.
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